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Young and immature person is called .........................

juvenile infant newborn actor

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Fill in the Blanks: choose the best answer to fill in each blank space and mark it on your answer sheet.

Historian see the past, the present and the future as forming some kind of .............................

continuum devotion delinquency coordination

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The school was  very.....................whe when were making a film there.

cooperatively cooperate cooperative cooperation

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In this chapter our ................................. is on children's play

focus joke individual denial

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………………. that you are all alone on an island, what would you do?

Involve Challenge Challenge Imagine

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ability to make a decisiion and take action without any help or advice is ............................

initiative interest involvement imagination

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Government is .............................. for the well-being of the society.

respond responsibility responsible responsibily

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The twins are so alike that it is hard to ............................... one from the other.

distinguish send help dispute

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Preschool education can ............ the lack of parental teaching.

offset validate drink prefer

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She has grown up physically but not ………………

intellectually purposefully encouragingly radiantly

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I started a ........................... in teaching.

care career power success

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Consider again especially with a view to change is .......................................

represent repeat reconsider report

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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I could not be present, but I sent my .............................. to the meeting.

radiative restrictive operative representative

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Preschool children learn..................doing through their own activity.

at to for by

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is essential that you do not ..................... your homework .

neglect participate radiate insist

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should always make sure that you have a(n) .................... lesson plan for teaching a class.

manual appropriate isolated imaginary

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Her .................. for life is as great as ever.

zest equation statement spot

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Shyness .................................. him from speaking.

processed emphasized inhibited demonstrated

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After the recent scandel, the government has lost it's ....................................

correction credibility availability compass

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Illustrate and explain especially by giving examples is thedefinition of  ...........................

coincidence awareness assistance demonstration

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

May I have a share in your ................ for happiness?

quest type breed essence

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Strong feeling of interest and eagernesss is called ..............................

creation construction enthusiasm enrollment

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Animals............................the attention of hundreds of children in the zoo.

interest attract apply avoid

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My friend's .......................suggestion helped me change my plans.

construct construction constructive constructively

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Follow me, no matter .................... I go.

where what which who

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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He wanted to go to Greece and his wife wanted to go to Spain, so they ............................... on

Italy.

compared compromised concluded congregated

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Person who is better, stronger, more knowledgable than others is called..........................

superior guide dealer creator

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Stop or pause because of uncertaily or indecision is called....................................

feel harm satisfy hesitate

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I was forced to sign the agreement against my ..................................

will sentence translation structure

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He wants to ............................... a new method of teaching.

treat formulate push pour

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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